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Structure and scattering in colloidal ferrofluids

Philip J. Camp and G. N. Patey
Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 1Z1

~Received 22 May 2000!

The structure of a model colloidal ferrofluid, the dipolar hard-sphere fluid, at low temperature has been
investigated using Monte Carlo simulations. Extensive particle association into chainlike and ringlike clusters
is observed at low density. The structure factors have been calculated, and are analyzed with the aid of simple
scaling arguments. We describe the progression of fluid structures from the low-density associated phase, to the
high-density liquid phase. This paper may be of help in obtaining an experimental observation of a fluid-fluid
transition in colloidal ferrofluids.

PACS number~s!: 61.20.Ja, 61.20.Qg, 61.25.Em, 25.40.Dn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal ferrofluids have received a great deal of atte
tion over the last four decades, not least because of the u
of such materials in modern technological applications. F
rofluids are typically suspensions of roughly spherical fer
magnetic particles coated with a thin layer of inert nonm
netic material that protects the system from irreversi
aggregation. The dominant interactions are those betw
the magnetic dipoles; the short-range van der Waals att
tions between the coatings are relatively weak, and he
only provide a slight sticking effect when two particles com
close to contact. One of the earliest experimental obse
tions of ferrofluid structure was due to Hess and Parker@1#,
who studied colloidal cobalt particles with a variety of pol
mer coatings. They obtained electron photomicrographs
low-density colloids, in the absence of a magnetic fie
which showed a highly associated structure provided
magnetization of the magnetic material was large enoug

Early experimental studies such as this stimulated theo
ical investigations of association phenomena in colloidal f
rofluids by de Gennes and Pincus@2#, and later by Jordan@3#.
In these works the ferrofluid is modeled as a monodispe
fluid of hard spheres of diameters, carrying central point
dipoles of magnitudem. The pair interaction,u(1,2), in the
dipolar hard sphere~DHS! model is given by

u~1,2!5uHS~r !2
m2

r 3
@3~m̂1• r̂ !~m̂2• r̂ !2m̂1•m̂2#, ~1!

whereuHS(r ) is the hard-sphere interaction,m is the dipole
moment,m̂j is a unit vector along the dipole of particlej, r̂ is
a unit vector along the interparticle vectorr , andr 5ur u. The
potential clearly favors a parallel nose-to-tail arrangeme
and is therefore responsible for the stability of highly as
ciated structures at low temperatures. In the following it w
prove useful to define the reduced temperatureT*
5kBTs3/m2, the reduced reciprocal temperatureb* 51/T* ,
the reduced dipole momentm* 5Ab* , and the reduced num
ber densityr* 5Ns3/V, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant
N is the number of particles, andV is the volume. For spheri
cal, single-domain ferromagnetic particles the dipole m
ment isps3M /6, whereM is the magnetization. In typica
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colloidal ferrofluidss;100 Å, andM;1000 Oe, which at
room temperature leads toT* in the range 0.1–1. We note
however, that in Ref.@1#, a highly chained structure wa
observed in a sample withT* .0.02.

In Ref. @2#, de Gennes and Pincus studied the pair cor
lations in the DHS fluid, which provided some explanati
as to how associated structures can arise. In particular,
argued that at low densities and temperatures, in zero m
netic field, chainlike and ringlike clusters can coexist. Rin
are the ground-state structure for clusters ofn>4 dipolar
spheres@4–7#. Most subsequent theoretical treatments
particle association in the DHS fluid have relied on
asymptotic evaluation of the partition function of a sing
pair of particles@8–10# to estimate the thermodynamics o
chains, similar in spirit to the original works of de Genn
and Pincus@2#, and Jordan@3#. This is a severe oversimpli
fication, because the long-range nature of the dipole-dip
potential demands that three-body and higher correlation
significant at low temperatures. It is hard to imagine how
accurate theoretical treatment of such strongly interacting
polar particles can be made tractable.

The first computer-simulation studies of particle assoc
tion in DHS fluids were by Weis and Levesque@11,12#. In
the first of their papers@11#, they report extensive particle
association in Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of, typically,
N5500 particles at densities in the range 0.05<r* <0.2 and
temperaturesT* <0.16. Chains were identified using a
energy-based criterion that reflects the close proximity a
near-parallel alignment of neighboring particles in a clus
@13#. The mean number of spheres per chain varied fr
about 7 at (r* 50.1,T* 50.16), up to about 30 at (r*
50.05,T* 50.0816). By drawing an analogy between cha
and polymers, a persistence length can be defined, whic
the correlation length of the unit dipole vectors along t
chain; it is the distance over which the chain is effective
linear. In chains consisting of at least ten spheres, this len
varied between 4s and 9s, depending on density and tem
perature. Typical simulation configurations showed ma
chainlike clusters, with rings being observed only rarely
the densities considered, and the structure factor exhibite
low wave vector peak due to particle association. The cha
were observed to break, and recombine, by which a gi
particle could migrate from one chain to another. Howev
5403 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5404 PRE 62PHILIP J. CAMP AND G. N. PATEY
the question of convergence was raised in the simulation
low density and temperature, in which the mean chain len
was seen to increase slowly over the course of runs con
ing of up to 33105 attempted moves per particle, eve
though the energy remained fairly constant.

A surprising result from the work of Weis and Levesq
was that no vapor-liquid transition was in evidence. Cond
sation was also absent in the simulations of the DHS fluid
Caillol @14#, and in simulations of a related model, the Stoc
mayer fluid, by van Leeuwen and Smit@15#. Recently, how-
ever, we have presented three completely independent se
simulation evidence that all point to the existence of a c
densation transition in the DHS fluid@16#. The transition
occurs between a highly associated vapor phase, and a
normal dense liquid phase, with extremely small change
enthalpy and entropy. Rough estimates for the critical par
eters areTc* .0.16, andrc* .0.1. We stress that these resu
arenot relevant to colloidal ferrofluids in aqueous salt so
tions. In these so-called ionic ferrofluids, the vapor-liqu
transition is driven by screened electrostatic, and van
Waals interactions~see, e.g., Refs.@17# and @18#!.

At high densities, dipolar fluids can exhibit orientation
order with a net dipole moment. The so-called ferroelec
phase was observed in the dipolar soft-sphere~DSS! fluid by
Wei and Patey@19,20#, and in the DHS fluid by Weis and
Levesque@11,12,21#. The behavior of the DSS fluid as
function of density and applied field was examined
Stevens and Grest@22#, who observed an equilibrium mix
ture of chainlike and ringlike clusters at low temperature a
density. Recently, the effect of size and dipole-moment po
dispersities on particle association and orientational orde
DHS fluids has been considered by Costa Cabral@23#.

In this paper we revisit the low-temperature DHS flu
using constant-volume MC simulations. In the light of rece
evidence for the existence of a vapor-liquid transition,
investigate the structural properties of the fluid at low te
perature, as a function of density. One of our aims is
present accurate results for the structure factor in the re
of the phase transition. This affords insight into the evolut
of the structure, from the low-density vapor phase to
dense liquid phase. It also provides some indication of w
should be observed in scattering experiments on the diffe
isotropic fluid phases of real colloidal ferrofluids. This
particularly important if the vapor-liquid transition is to b
observed in the laboratory. For the most part our simulati
employed 256 particles, which meant that we were able
perform simulations up to two orders of magnitude long
than those of Weis and Levesque. We have performe
check with a well-equilibrated system of 512 particles a
single density and temperature, which showed identical
sults to the corresponding 256-particle system. Therefore
are confident that our simulations provide an accurate re
sentation of the structure and scattering in colloidal ferro
ids. In Sec. II we provide details of the simulation metho
The results are presented in Sec. III, and Sec. IV conclu
the paper.

II. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

MC simulations@24# were performed with a fixed numbe
of particles,N5256, in a volumeV, and at temperatureT.
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The simulation cell was cubic, of sideL, and periodic bound-
ary conditions were applied. The long-range dipole-dip
interactions were handled using the Ewald summat
method @24,25#, with conducting boundary conditions (e8
5`). On average, one MC sweep consisted of one attem
translation and rotation per particle. Maximum displacem
parameters were adjusted to give an acceptance rate of a
50%.

Simulations were performed along a single isotherm,T*
50.13̇ (b* 57.5,m* .2.74), which, according to the dat
from Ref. @16#, is below the critical temperature (Tc*
.0.16). The densities simulated werer* 50.001, r*
50.005, r* 50.01, r* 50.06, r* 50.17, r* 50.35, r*
50.5, andr* 50.6; the vapor-liquid transition atT* 50.13̇
lies in the ranger* 50.06–0.35@16#. The simulations con-
verged very slowly, especially at the lowest densities; equ
bration required up toO(107) MC sweeps, while the produc
tion runs consisted of at least 23106 MC sweeps. Averages
were accumulated over blocks of 103 MC sweeps, and sta
tistical uncertainties were calculated by assuming that
block averages were statistically independent.

The structure factor was calculated by explicit evaluat
of the expression@26#

S~q!5
1

N K (
j 51

N

(
k51

N

exp@ iq•~r j2r k!#L ,

5
1

N K S (
j 51

N

cosq•r j D 2

1S (
j 51

N

sinq•r j D 2L . ~2!

The wave vectors,q, were commensurate with the period
boundary conditions, i.e.,q5(2p/L)( l ,m,n)Þ(0,0,0),
where l, m, andn are integers such thatAl 21m21n2<30;
S(q) was thus evaluated for wave vectors with magnitudes
the range 2p/L<uqu<60p/L. Since the fluid structure is
expected to be translationally invariant,S(q) is obtained by
averaging the contributions from all wave vectors of mag
tude uqu5q.

Orientational order was monitored by calculating t
second-rank order tensor,Q, defined by@27#

Q5
1

2N (
j 51

N

~3m̂jm̂j2I !, ~3!

whereI is the second-rank unit tensor. Diagonalization ofQ
yields three eigenvalues and three eigenvectors. The hig
eigenvalue is the second-rank order parameter,P2, and the
corresponding unit eigenvector is the director,n̂ @28#. P2 can
also be expressed as the average of (3 cos2 u21)/2 over all of
the particles, whereu is the angle between the orientatio
vector of a given particle and the instantaneous director.P2
is unity in a perfectly aligned ferroelectric phase, and zero
an isotropic phase. The polarizationP1 is given by

P15U1

N (
j 51

N

m̂j•n̂U. ~4!

P1 is unity in a perfectly aligned ferroelectric phase a
zero in an isotropic phase. Finite-size effects are apparen
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TABLE I. NVT-MC simulation results for the DHS fluid along the isothermT* 50.13̇. r* is the reduced
number density,U is the configurational energy,P1 is the polarization, andP2 is the nematic order param
eter.A andD are the fit parameters toS(q)5A(qs)2D in the range 1<qs<p. The figures in parenthese
represent the statistical uncertainty in the last digit.

N r* U/NkBT P1 P2 A D

256 0.001 212.7(1) 0.02~1! 0.07~2! 3.33~1! 1.25~1!

256 0.005 213.6(1) 0.05~3! 0.08~3! 3.03~2! 1.07~1!

256 0.01 214.1(1) 0.13~4! 0.10~3! 2.89~3! 0.98~1!

512 0.01 214.09(6) 0.03~1! 0.07~1! 2.93~4! 0.99~2!

256 0.06 214.5(1) 0.08~3! 0.09~3! 2.75~5! 0.96~3!

256 0.17 214.5(1) 0.11~6! 0.10~3! 1.83~4! 0.69~3!

256 0.35 214.5(1) 0.2~1! 0.11~4!

256 0.5 214.6(1) 0.4~1! 0.14~5!

256 0.6 215.0(1) 0.65~8! 0.32~8!
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P2 calculated via the diagonalization ofQ @29#; in the iso-
tropic fluid the errors areO(1/AN), while in orientationally
ordered phases they areO(1/N).

III. RESULTS

The results of theNVT-MC simulations along the iso
thermT* 50.13̇ are summarized in Table I. The energy d
creases with increasing density up tor* 50.06, while in the
density range 0.06<r* <0.35 the energy is effectively con
stant. The remarkably low energy of the very dilute fluid
due to extensive particle association, while the energy
maintained at intermediate densities by the increase in
average coordination number. The subtle changes in en
and entropy accompanying the liquid-vapor phase transi
in the range 0.06<r* <0.35 were discussed in Ref.@16#.
The fluid exhibits ferroelectric order, as evidenced byP1 and
P2, at densities abover* 50.5, accompanied by an energ
change of about20.5kBT from the isotropic liquid. This
density is to be compared withr* 50.7, above which ferro-
electric ordering occurs along the isothermT* 50.16
@12,21#. At high densities the orientationally ordered liquid
stabilized by a subtle balance between short-range inte
tions and long-range reaction-field effects@19,20,30,31#.

In Fig. 1 we show some typical configurations from t
simulations at the six lowest densities, i.e., densities in
range 0.001<r* <0.35. We show the two-dimensional pro
jection of the simulation cell and the adjoining halves of t
surrounding periodic images; this captures any clusters
straddle the boundary of the central simulation cell.

Figure 1~a! shows a configuration withr* 50.001. As
predicted by de Gennes and Pincus@2#, the fluid consists of a
distribution of ringlike clusters coexisting with short chai
like segments, and some free particles. We note that sim
configurations were found in simulations of the dipolar s
sphere fluid by Stevens and Grest—see Fig. 2 of Ref.@22#.
An important point to note is that the clusters are separa
from one another by distances longer than their character
dimensions. The implication is that most of the configu
tional energy arises from intracluster interactions, rather t
intercluster interactions, i.e., the low energy of the dilu
fluid is due to particle association.

A configuration with densityr* 50.005 is shown in Fig.
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1~b!. It is apparent that the average size of the clusters
risen considerably, as well as the proportion of particles
chainlike clusters. The typical size of the chains has
creased to such an extent that it is now comparable to
dimensions of the simulation cell.

Figure 1~c! shows that a similar structure occurs at a de
sity r* 50.01; very long chainlike clusters coexist with di
tinct ringlike clusters. One concern regarding the finite s
of the simulation cell is that the periodic boundary conditio
might artificially stabilize chainlike structures that can sp
the entire box length; if a single linear chain spans the sim
lation cell, the energy per particle calculated via the Ew
summation method is that of an infinite linear chain, which
lower than that of a finite linear chain. To assess poss

FIG. 1. Typical configurations from MC simulations ofN

5256 particles along the isothermT* 50.13̇, at various densities
r* : ~a! r* 50.001,~b! r* 50.005,~c! r* 50.01, ~d! r* 50.06, ~e!
r* 50.17, and~f! r* 50.35.
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5406 PRE 62PHILIP J. CAMP AND G. N. PATEY
simulation artifacts, we repeated the simulation atr* 50.01
with a larger system size ofN5512 particles. Extremely
similar structure was observed, and the energies agree w
statistical error, as shown in Table I.

At a densityr* 50.06 there is a distinct change in stru
ture. Figure 1~d! shows that there are no ringlike clusters, b
only relatively short chainlike segments that form a netwo
of long chains, which extends throughout the simulation c
It is now possible to trace a path along pairs of spheres a
close to, contact, from one side of the cell to the other. I
unlikely that the periodic boundary conditions are stron
perturbing the ‘‘true’’ structure, however, since by inspe
tion of Fig. 1~d!, the structure is linear over length scal
much less than the box length.

At higher densities the network structure of the fluid d
integrates until no significant association is apparent. Figu
1~e! and 1~f! show configurations at densitiesr* 50.17 and
r* 50.35, respectively, that illustrate how the network stru
ture is superseded by a more normal dense liquid struct
as the density is increased. For the sake of brevity, we o
mention that configurations from the simulations withr*
50.5 andr* 50.6 show no unusual positional correlation
but only the alignment of the dipoles in the orientationa
ordered liquid phase.

From Fig. 1, the following features of particle associati
in different regimes of density can be identified. The avera
cluster size appears to increase with increasing density, u
r* .0.06. At low densities the free energy is dominated
entropy, which obviously favors a large number of sm
clusters. Indeed, if the density is low enough the fluid m
be almost completely dissociated. As the density is increa
the intracluster energy becomes increasingly significant,
this favors the formation of larger clusters since the nei
boring dipoles in the cluster can more easily attain the no
to-tail configuration. The decrease in entropy upon part
association is therefore compensated by the intracluster
ergy, and the average cluster size increases.

Another observation is that the proportion of ringlik
clusters decreases as the density, and hence the typical
ter size, increase. Certainly the energy per particle of a
of n particles is slightly lower than that of a chain ofn
particles, whenn>4, but the difference decreases asn in-
creases. On the other hand, the entropy per particle of a c
is, presumably, higher than that of a ring. The differences
energy and entropy between those of an isolated chain
those of an isolated ring must be independent of density,
hence the observed unbinding of the rings to form chains
the density is increased is driven by interactions betw
different clusters. It would therefore appear that at low d
sity (r* <0.001) the rings are stabilized by favorableintra-
cluster interactions. As the density is increased the aver
cluster size increases; hence, when the rings unbind,
gain entropy, but do not lose a significant amount of bind
energy. More importantly, there are greater opportunities
intercluster interactions afforded by having two ‘‘danglin
bonds’’ per chain.

At densities in the region ofr* 50.06 there is clearly a
high degree of connectivity between different chainlike s
ments, which results in a network that extends over the en
system. It is interesting that the fluid retains a roughly line
ordering of the dipoles within chainlike segments of up
in
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about ten sphere diameters long. As the density is ra
further, the network structure is destroyed, to be replaced
a more normal dense liquid structure, where each particl
no longer strongly associated with two nearest neighbors,
rather interacts with a whole coordination shell of ne
neighbors. As discussed in Ref.@16#, this must result in an
increase in the volume available to each particle, and he
to an increase in the excess entropy.

We now turn to the results for the static structure fac
S(q). In Fig. 2 we presentS(q) for each of the eight densi
ties simulated. Note that the maximum available value oq
increases with increasing density due to the fixed numbe
wave vectors used in the simulations. The peaks atqs.7
and above are due to short-range correlations over dista
of the order of a particle diameter; we would expect tho
peaks to be present at the lowest densities if enough w
vectors were included in the calculations. Weis a
Levesque@12# remark that strong particle association lea
to a slight asymmetry in these peaks. It is clear that the lo
q region, up toqs.3, contains the key differences betwee
S(q) at high and low density. At high density,S(q) is almost
constant asq→0, whereas at low density,S(q) increases
rapidly in the same limit. A result of classical statistical m
chanics is thatS(0)5xT /xT

id , wherexT is the compressibil-
ity of the fluid, andxT

id5b/r is the compressibility of the
ideal gas@26#. At high densities the spatial structure an
thermodynamics are largely dictated by the hard cores,
hence the fluid is much less compressible than an ideal ga
the same number density.S(0) should therefore be small a
high density, and the results in Fig. 2 forr* 50.5 andr*
50.6 bear this out.

In Fig. 3, to highlight the low-q behavior ofS(q), we
present the results on log-log plots, for all but the two hig
est densities. The regionqs,1 corresponds to the longes
distances up toL/2, and henceS(q) in this region must con-
tain contributions from correlations between different clu
ters. Since there are very few distinct clusters in the simu

FIG. 2. The structure factorS(q) as measured in MC simula

tions of N5256 particles along the isothermT* 50.13̇, at various
densitiesr* .
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PRE 62 5407STRUCTURE AND SCATTERING IN COLLOIDAL FERROFLUIDS
tion, the statistics are poor. The situation is exacerbated
the fact that the number of wave vectors with magnitudeq,
decreases with decreasingq. For r* <0.17 there is clear
power-law behavior inS(q) in the range 1<qs<3.

The scaling of the structure factor in a given range
wave vectors can be related to the way in which the ra
distribution function,g(r ), scales in the corresponding rang
of distances,r .2p/q ~see, e.g., Ref.@32#!. The number of
particlesN(r ) within a distancer of a given particle, scales
like N(r );r D. In general,D is the fractal dimension, which
characterizes the structure on a particular length scale.
radial distribution function and structure factor ind dimen-
sions therefore scale as

g~r !}
1

r d21

dN~r !

dr
;r D2d, ~5!

S~q!;q2D, ~6!

where D<d. For rodlike moleculesD51, for a freely
jointed polymerD52, and for a random self-avoiding wal
in three dimensionsD55/3.

For densitiesr* <0.17,S(q) in the range 1<qs<p was
fitted to the equationS(q)5A(qs)2D. This choice of upper
limit on qs corresponds to a separationr .2s. S(q) for
qs.p is dominated by correlations between adjacent p
ticles at or close to contact. A fit to the data forr* 50.35
was not attempted since there is clearly no significant sca
behavior. The fit parameters are reported in Table I, and
fitted curves are shown in Fig. 3. For densities in the ra
0.005<r* <0.06, the parameterD is essentially equal to 1
which is indicative of chainlike spatial correlations. Th

FIG. 3. Log-log plots of the structure factorS(q) as measured in

MC simulations ofN5256 particles along the isothermT* 50.13̇,
at various densities,r* . ~a! r* 50.001, ~b! r* 50.005, ~c! r*
50.01, ~d! r* 50.06, ~e! r* 50.17, and~f! r* 50.35.
y

f
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he
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structure factor measured in the 512-particle system at a
sity r* 50.01 is omitted from Fig. 3 for clarity, but it is
identical to that measured withN5256. The fit parameters
for the two system sizes, shown in Table I, are also the sa
within the uncertainties associated with the fitting procedu
The value ofD at r* 50.001 is significantly greater than 1
From Fig. 1~a! we recall that the fluid at this density i
largely made up of rings, rather than chains. For a perfe
circular, planar ring of particles,N(r ) should be roughly
proportional to the portion of the ring within a distancer of
any given particle in the ring. If the radius of the ring isR,
and r<2R, the result isN(r )}2R arccos(12r 2/2R2)52r
1r 3/12R21•••. Therefore, in the relevant range of wav
vectors, we would expect the structure factor of ringlike clu
ters to behave likeS(q)5A/q1B/q31•••, i.e., it increases
faster than 1/q. This is the reason why the measured para
eter D is significantly greater than 1. At a densityr*
50.17, D is significantly less than 1, which is indicative o
the transformation between the low-density associated st
ture, and the normal dense liquid structure.

In summary, we note that for all of the densities in t
range 0.005<r* <0.06, S(q) shows power-law behavior in
the range 1<qs<p. This suggests that the fluid structure
this regime is made up of a single basic building block, t
being a rodlike segment of about six or seven particles
ranged in an almost linear nose-to-tail configuration. The
tent of such a segment can be thought of as a kind of pe
tence length, with the segments being associated furthe
form polymerlike chains and rings. This persistence length
similar in magnitude to that measured by Weis and Leves
@11,12#. These features are also apparent by inspection of
simulation configurations shown in Fig. 1. The crossov
from an associated low-density structure to a more nor
high-density liquid structure therefore seems to occur wh
the fluid can no longer accommodate a persistence lengt
about 6 –7s.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the results of exten
computer simulations of the DHS fluid at various densit
along a single isotherm, below the estimated critical is
therm. Using a combination of computer graphics and cal
lations of the static structure factor, we have identified th
regimes of particle association. At very low densities t
fluid is made up of a mixture of rings, chains, and some f
particles. As the density is increased the degree of asso
tion increases, and the rings unbind to form almost lin
segments, of about six or seven particles, that connec
form an extended network. Further compression results
the destruction of this network, and the system crosses o
to a more normal dense liquid phase. Since the persiste
length of the clusters is significantly less than the box len
of a 256-particle system at the densities of interest, we
confident that finite-size effects are small. We have provid
an analysis of the structure factors at low wave vecto
which highlights the nature of particle association, and p
vides a means of discriminating between the low and hi
density phases either side of the fluid-fluid transition.

The progression of structures in the DHS fluid upon co
pression is reminiscent of the behavior of some ot
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network-forming fluids. In a recent example, Katayamaet al.
@33# used synchrotron x-ray techniques to study a first-or
liquid-liquid transition in phosphorus. In this case the tran
tion is between a low-pressure molecular liquid, made up
tetrahedral P4 units, and a high-pressure polymeric liqui
The phases were distinguished by the structure factor, wi
linear combination of low-pressure and high-pressure fu
tions being observed in the coexistence region. Although
transition is accompanied by electronic as well as struct
rearrangements, it does illustrate how scattering experim
can be used to locate a first-order phase transition betw
fluids with distinctlocal structures.

To our knowledge the only ferrofluids which have be
shown to exhibit a vapor-liquid transition are the so-cal
ionic ferrofluids@17,18#. The experimental techniques, whic
.

s

ys

v.

ive

a

ar
r
-
f

a
-

is
al
ts
en

might prove appropriate to the study of low-density, strong
interacting ferrofluids, have been discussed by de Gen
and Pincus@2#. These include light scattering in thin films
microscopic observation, and small-angle x-ray scattering
is our hope that scattering experiments can be performed
ferrofluids in which the particles possess a sufficiently la
dipole moment to exhibit the anticipated vapor-liquid tran
tion.
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